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要 旨 ：近 年 の 音韻論 ・音声 学 研 究 に お い て，
．
音の ．対 応 は 知 覚 的 に 近．似 す る も の の 間 で 起 こ りや す い こ と

が，酒落 や 韻 な どの 分 析 を も と に 指摘 さ れ て い る （Steriade　2003）。こ れ は 凵 本語 の ダ ジ ャ レ の 音 対応 分析

に よ っ て も確認 さ れ，特 に
．
了
・
音 の 対応 に は 知覚 的近似性 の 知識 が 使わ れ て い る こ と が 示 さ れ た （Kawahara

and 　Shinohara　2009）。 本稿 は こ れ らの 研究 に 基 づ き，新 た に 日本語 の ダ ジ ャ レ に お け る 母 音 の 対応 を 分 析す

る c ダ ジ ャ レ の コ ーパ ス デ
ータ に み ら れ る 母音 の 近似性行列 の 特徴 を分析 した とこ ろ ，弁別素性 （distinctive

features）に 基 づ く音韻的近似性 で は こ の 特徴 は説明 しきれ ず，知覚的近似性 を 考慮 して 初め て 説明可能 と な

る こ とが 判明し た。ゆ え に本研究の 結果 か ら は，弁別素性に 基 づ く音韻論的対応仮説 よ りも知覚的近似性 に

もとつ く音声学的 対応仮説の 方 が 音 の 対応 を よ り適切 に説明 で きる，と い う結論が 得 られ る 。
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1．In重rod 皿 ctio 皿 n 曲 acngro ” nd

　　In　the　verbal 　art　patterns　of 　rhyming 　and 　punning，

speakers 　pair　two 　words 　that　involve　identical　sound

sequences ．　In　English　rhyming 　for　example ，　speakers

combine 　two 　words 　that　have　the 　same 　syllab ．le　rhymes

（e．g．加ρ and ∫’qρ）Jn 　so −called 　halfrhymes，　however，
speakers 　can 　pairtwo　words 　with 　similar − but　not 　iden−

tical− sounds ；for　example ，　in　English，　r（）ck 　and ∫ガρρ

can 　 rhyme1
）

，
　despite　the　 different　 coda 　 consonants ．

Though　the　sounds 　that　stand 　in　correspondence 　in　ver −

bal　art　pattems　need 　not 　be　identicai，　recent 　studies 　have
argued 　that　speakers 　attempt 　to　maximize 　the　similarity

between　corresponding 　segments （we 　clarifン several

notions 　of
“
similarity

”below
，
　particular置y　in　scction 　4）．

Recent 　studies 　have　also 　argued 　that　speakers 　measure

similarity 　on 　psychoacoustic　 or　perceptual　grounds
（Fleischhacker　2000，

2005
，
　Kawahara　2007

，
　Minkova

2003，Steriade　and 　Zhang　2001，　Steriade　2003）；i．e ．，
when 　speakers 　pair　non −identical　so1mds

，
　they　are 　more

likely　to　pair　two 　sounds 　ifthe　two 　sounds 　are　perceptu−

ally　similar ．　This　body　ofwork 　argues 　more 　particularly
that　it　is　perceptual　similarity ，　rather 　than　abstract 　pho−

nological 　similarity
，
　that　shapes 　verbal 　art 　patterns．

　　This　principle　ofmaximization 　ofperceptual 　similar −

ity　has　been　argued 　to　hold　in　Japanese　puns（6＠α肥 ）as

well （Kawahara 　2009b ，　Kawahara 　and 　Shinohara　2009，
to　apPear ）．　In　composing 　Puns，

　speakers 　pair　two 　iden−

tical　or　similar 　words 　to　create 　a　meaningful 　expres −

sion ，　 They　can 　create 　puns　using 　identical　 sound

sequences ，　as　in伽 砂一9ロ 伽 ’o −re’α
‘A 　pig　was 　hiゴ or

can ・use ・similar ・bロt　non −identical　so しmd 　sequences ，　as　in
oたosama −o　okosanaide

‘Please　don’t　wake 　up 　the　kid’．
We 　refer　to　the　latter　type　as

“ imperfect　puns
” ．Aprevi−

ous 　 corpus −based　 study 　 of 　Japanese　 imperfect　 puns
（Kawahara 　and 　Shirlohara　2009）has　argued 　that　Japa−

nese 　speakers 　deploy　psychoacoustic　or 　perceptual
similarity 　in　composing 　Puns，

　 and 　as　a　result　puns
involving　 more 　 peroeptりally 　 similar 　 consonants 　 are

負）und 　more 　often　than　those　involving　less　perceptually
similar 　consonants ．　FQr 　exampie

，
　Japanese　speakers 　are

more 【ikely　to　pair〆m ！一！n！than ／p1−！t！in　puns，　even
though 　both　pairs　are　distinguished　by　the　same 　fea−

ture− ［piaceJ．　 The　high　hkelihood　of ／m ／−／n〆　being

paired　in　puns　is　arguably 　grounded 　in　the　perceptuai
similarity 　between　their　phonetic　realizations ，　which

are 　perceptually　similar 　f（〕r　two 　reasons ：（1）piace　infbr−

mation 　in　forrnant　transition　next 　to　nasal 　consonants 　is
blurred　by　coarticulatory 　nasalization ；（ii）bursts，which

provide　important　cues 　fbr　place　contrasts （Smits　et　al．
1996 ，Stevens　and 　Blumstein 　l　978，　Tekieli　and 　Cullinan
1979

，
Winitz　et　al ．1972 ），　are 　rarely 　if　ever 　present　in
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nasals  because intraoral air-pressure  does not  rise  in
sonorants.  For these reasons,  the members  of  [rn]-[nl
pair are  perceptually mere  similar  to each  other  than the

members  of[p]-[t]  pair (see Jun 2004 fo1Lowing Malecot
1956). (Here and  throughout, we  use  1 / when  we  dis-
cuss  correspondence  in pun pairing, and  [] when  we

discuss phonetic realizations  ofparticular  sounds,)

  Evidence from some  psycholinguistic studies  indeed

supports  the weaker  perceptibility ofa  nasal  place con-
trast. A  similarity  judgement experiment  by Mohr  and

Wang  (1968) showed  that speakers  judge nasal  minimal

pairs as more  similar  than eral  consonant  minimal  pairs.
Pols (1983) fbund  that Dutch  speakers  perceive place
contrast  in oral  censonants  more  accurately  than  in
nasal  consonants  (though see  Kawahara  2009a and

Winter 2003 fbr comp}ications).  Kawahara  and  Shino-
hara (2009) further found in their corpus  that other  per-
ceptually  similar  consonants  are  more  often  paired than
non-similar  pairs. They thus cone{ude  that Japanese
speakers  compose  puns using  the principle ofmaximi-
zation  ofperceptual  similarity7).

  Building on  the previous analyses  ofJapanese  puns,
this paper  calculates  the distances between the five
vowels  in Japanese  (fal, /e!, fil, lol, lul) through  the

analysis  ofimperfect  puns, and  shows  that the obtained

matrix  closely  corresponds  to a  matrix  ofpsychoacous-

tic distance. We  thus argue  that perceptual simiLarity

governs  net  only  consonantal  pairing but also  yowel

pairing. A  model  ef  featural similarity, which  measures

similarity  in terms  of  the numbers  of  shared  feature
specifications  (Bailcy and  Hahn  2005, Shattuck-
Hufhagel 1986), fails to capture  the similarityjudgments
that  Japanese  speakers  deploy  in composing  puns,
  We  will  first briefly illustrate how  Japanese speakers
create  puns and  clarify  our  working  definition of  puns
(see also  Cutler and  Otake 2002, Kawahara  2009b,

Kawahara  and  Shinohara 2009, Otake and  Cutler 2001 
,

Shinohara 2004). There are two  general types of  Japa-
nese  puns. In the  first type, speakers  put together two

identical or  similar  sounding  words  or  phrases to make

one  meaningfu1  expresston.  In the second  type, speak-

ers replace  a part ofa  proper name,  a  cliche,  or  a well-

known  phrase with  a  similar  sounding  word;  e.g,

maccho-ga  uri-ne  shoojo  
`A

 girl who's  proud to be a
macho',  which  is based on  macchi  uri-no  shoojo  

`The

Little Match Girl'-in this sort  of  examples,  speakers

utter  one  phrase to imply sorne  other  phrase (which is to
be recovered  by the listener). Since the two  types of

puns may  involve different systems,  this paper analyzes

only  the first type; i,e. those puns with  two similar

words  or  phrases, as  in the example  like okosama-o

okosanaide,  where  two  corresponding  words/phrases

are overtly  expressed.  In particular this paper analyzes

puns using  two  words  that differ in one  (or more)
yowel(s),  as in (1), (2) and  (3) (mismatched vowels  are

shown  in bold).

(1) Haideggaa-no zense-wa  hae dek-ka?

   Heideggar-GEN  previous life-TOP fiy copula-Q

   particle
   

`Is
 Heidegger a  fly in his previous life?'

(2) Shibuya-wa

   Shibuya-TOP

   
`Shibuya

 is severe.'

shibiya.

severe

(3) Sandaru-ga san-doru-da,

   sandal-NOM  three-dellars-copula

   
`A

 sandal  is three dol]ars.'

2. Method

  An  introspection-based approach,  in which  the

authors  decide which  puns are  well-fbrmed  and  which

puns  are  not,  would  not  suffice  to illuminate the mea-

sure  of  similarity  deployed in puns, because such  an

approach  weuld  be subject  to the authors'  biases.
Besides the probLem  of  subjectivity,  wellforrnedness  of

puns may  be affected  by paralinguistic factors such  as

funniness and  skillfulness.  In order  to uncover  pho-
neticlphonological  patterns which  may  be obscured  by
these paralinguistic factors, we  took a corpus-based  sta-

tistical approach  (FLeischhacker 2005, Kawahara  2007,
Kawahara  and  Shinohara 2009,  Steriade 2003,  Zwicky

1976, Zwicky and  Zwicky 1986). By  collecting  a  1arge
number  of  examples  which  were  created  as puns by
many  Japanese speakers,  we  attempted  to observe  gen-
eral  patterns beyond each  speaker's  subjective  bias and
other  extra-linguistic  factors (see Shattuck-HuthageL
1986, p.149 fbr relevant  discussion).

  In order  to gather a  large number  of  data, we  first

colleeted  puns like those in (1)-(3) from 17 summary
websites  providing many  written  forms of  Japanese

puns (see Appendix for the list of  URLs)3}. These were

summary  websites  that appeared  first in a  Google-based
search4)  using  key words  like dojare `puns'

 and  gyagu
`joke'.

 We  chose  these websites  because they were  the

ones  that were  judged to be most  relevant  by Goegle's
search  algorithmS}.  From  these sites, we  compiled

examples  ef  puns that are sentences  with  two  words

with  mismatched  vowels.  In some  cases  there were  two
similar  examples  ofpuns  that used  the same  words  (e,g,
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sandoru-ga  sancloru-dtx  
`A

 sandal  is three  dollars' and

sandoru-ga  sandoru-shita  
`This

 sandal  cost  three dol-
lars'). In such  cases  we  ceunted  enly  one  example  to

avoid  a particutar pairing of  two  words  influencing our

results,  To this  web-based  data set,  we  added  more

examples  which  we  elicited  from  native  speakers  by

asking  them  to freely come  up  with  puns out  of  the

blue, We  first transcribed these puns, coded  correspond-

ing parts in each  pun (e.g, lsandaru-sanderub, and

finally extracted  the mismatched  vowel  pair(s) (!al-leb,
Finally, fbr two  reasons  we  excluded  cases  in which
one  or  both vewels  were  long6): (i) the degree of  (dis-)
similarity  may  be affected  by pairs in which  only  one

vowel  is long, and  (ii) Japanese speakers  generally
judge long vowel  pairs to be less similar  te each  other

than  short  vowel  pairs (Kawahara and  Shinohara, to
appear).  In the end,  this proeess resulted  in the total of
547 pairs ofmismatched  vowels.

  Given the corpus  data, the next  step  was  to caLculate

a  measure  ofthe  combinability  ofthe  five vowels,  For
this purpose, we  calculated  the OM  ratios  ofeach  vowel

pair, instead ofraw  observed  frequencies (see below  fbr

how  to calculate  O!E  ratios),  The  raw  frequencies are a

poor indication of  combinability  of  two  segments,

since,  fbr example,  the fal-/ol pair may  be frequently
observedjust  because fal andior  lol are  frequent sounds
in the corpus  in the  first place. Instead what  we  need  is
a  measure  of  frequency ofa  pair relative  to the frequen-
cies  of  the individual elements  (see Trubetzkoy
1939!1969, p264).

  OfE ratios  provide a  usefu1  measure  for our  purpose.
The measure  is a  general statistical notion,  and  has
recently  been deptoyed in linguistic work  that analyzes

cembinability  of  two  1;nguistic elements  in corpora

(e.g. Berk]ey l994, Coetzee and  Pater 2008, Frisch
2000, Friseh et al, 20e4, Kawahara  2007, Kawahara

and  Shinohara 2009, Pierrehumbert 1993, Shatzman
and  Kager  2007). O/E  ratios are ratios between O-vai-
ues  (the actual  occurrences  ofthe  pairs observed  in the
corpus)  and  E-values (how often  the pairs are expected

to occur  iftheir two  individual elements  are  combined

randomly),  The O-value ofa  sound  pair fAf-fBl is how
many  times  the XAI-/Bf pair occurs  in the data set,  and

the E-value  of  a  pair /Af-fBf is P(A)xP(B)xN  (where
P(X)=the  probability offXl;  N!the totat number  ofele-

ments).  For example,  suppose  that fAf and  IB/ occur  50
and  60 times in the corpus  with  300 elements,  respec-

tively, and  that the  IAI-fBl pair occurs  20  tlmes in the
corpus.  The  O-value  is then 20 and  the E-value is
PC,4)xP(B)xN=50f300× 601300x300=10. The OIE  ratio

is thus 20f1O=2, which.means  that the pair occurs  twice

as  much  as  expected.  For further discussion and  {llus-
tration of  this notation,  see  Frisch et  al.  (2004) and

Kawahara  (2007).
  Further, we  used  the reciprocals  of  OfE  ratios as  a

measure  of  distance between the five vowels  in puns.
For example,  the OIE ratio  ofthe  lal-lof pair is 2. 13, and
therefore,  its distance is 1!2.13=O.47. The  rationate  of

this final step  ofthe  analysis  is as  follows: since  OIE
ratios  represent  the combinabilitytr  proximity-of
two  elements  in puns, taking the reciprocal  of  OIE
amounts  to obtaining  

"distance
 measures  in puns". This

measure  allows  us  to make  a  direct comparison  with

other  measures  of  distance such  as  phonological  and

phonetic distan¢ e.  On  the other  hand, ifwe  were  to use

OIE  ratios directly, a  high OfE  value  means  that the two

vowels  are 
"close"

 to each  other  in puns, which  makes

it diMcult to make  a  direct eomparison  with  phonologi-
cal and  phonetic distances.

3. Results

  fable 1 shows  O-values and  E-values ofeach  vowel

pair together with  total numbers  of  each  vowel,  and

Table 2 shows  their OIE  ratios.  Table 3 shows  the dis-
        .
tance matmx.

  In order  to obtain  its two-dimensional  representation,

we  applied  a  Prin¢ iple Component  Analysis  (PCA) to
the manix  (Fig. 1 ). This analysjs  is a  multivariate  ana]-

ysis, which  finds uncorrelated  dimensions that account

Thbte IThe  O-values of  each  vowel  pai" the totsl numbers  of  each  vowet,and  E-vslues ofeach  yowe]  pain

O-values E-values

a e o j u total a e o i u

aeoiu o 71o 9328o 378420o 36226195o237205202236214aeoiu o 44.4

 o

43.837.9

 o

5Ll44.243.6

 o

46.440.139.5462o
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Tlable 2 The  OIE  ratios  of  the five yowels.
rv

a e e i u

aeoiu o 1.60o 2.13O.74

 o

O.721.90O.46

 o

O.78O.5S1.542.06

 o

[lable 3 Thedistance matrix  ofthefive  vowels  The distances
       were  calculated  as  ieciprocals  of  OIE  ratios

Ers5p.,-

 
-IEgmT

a e o i u

aeoiu o O.63

 o

O.471.35

 o

1.38O.S32.18o]291,82O,65O,49ony

t

u

e

a

o

.2 .1 O

FirstptincLpleoDmponentd

2

Fig. 1 A  principle component  analysis  of  the vovvel

      distance matrix  which  is computed  based en  com-

      binability in puns  (Table 3).

for the variability  in the data as  much  as possible (see
Baayen 2008, Chapter 5)'). The two  components  in
Fig. 1 account  for 96%  ofthe  variability.  We  used  R  (R
Development  Core 

rl}3am
 1993-2010)  to perform the

analysis  and  generate the figure,

  In Fig. 1, the five vowels  are  configured  in a  way  that

resembles  a vowel  space  (the paral]e] becomes clearer
if we  rotate  Fig. 1 clockwise  by 45 degrees), In other
words,  the relative  configurations  between the elements
are comparable  between Fig. 1 and  a  vowel  space,

4. Discussion

  Fig,1 resembles  a  vowel  space,  and  in this section
we  further argue  that psycheacoustic similarity  cap-

tures the obtained  distance matrix  better than  pho-
nological,  featural similarity.  The first model  defines
similarity  in terms ofpsychoacoustic  properties ofpho-
netic  realizations  between two  elements  CFIeischhacker
2000, 2005, Kawahara  2007, Minkova  2003, Steriade
and  Zhang 2001, Steriade 2003)8). The  latter model  cal-

culates  similarity  in terms  of  how  many  feature
specifications  two  sounds  haye in common  (Bailey and

Hahn  2005, Shattuck-Hufuagel 1986) (see also  Frisch
et al. 2004, LaCharite and  Paradis 2005, for other  mod-

els  of  phonological  similarity  using  distinctive fea-
tures), In this paper, for the sake  of  illustration, we

assume  the standard  feature specifications  in Tabte 4
fo11owing Kubozeno  (1999, pp.100-101) (we assume
that non-low  back vowels  are [+round]-we return  to
this issue below).

  There are  three reasons  why  a  phonetic model  cap-

tures  the similarity  matrix  better than a  phonolegical
model,  First, la! is more  combinable  with  !of than with

fef in puns (the distances in Table 3; la/-/o/: O,47 vs.
fal-!el: O.63). The proximity oflal  to fof in puns has a

straightforward  explanation  from a  psychoacoustic
point ofview;  when  pronounced by Japanese speakers,
both !a/ and  /o! are phonetica]ly realized  with  low F2
while  lef is phonetically realized  with  high F2 (and
additionally, the F1 distance between fal and  fof on  the
one  hand and  that between  1al and  fef on  the other  are

comparable).  Relevant eyidence  from previous produc-
tion studies  is cited  in Table 5, The  table shows  the F2
and  F1  values  taken  from  Nishi et  al. (2008) (citation
forms, averaged  over  four speakers),  Keating and  HuffL
man  (1984) (shown as  

"K&H",
 averaged  ever  seven

speakers),  and  Hirahara  and  Kato  (1992) (shown as

"H&K",

 in bark values).

  In all these studies,  in their phonetlc realizations,  /al
is closer  to lof than to le! in terms  ofF2  and  lal is almost
equidistant  from lef and  lof in terms ofF  1 , To caLculate

psychoacoustic  distances between the vowels,  we  cal-

culated  Euctidean distances based on  the bark values
reported  by Hirahara and  Kato's, using  the foILowing
equation  (Liljencrants and  Lindblom 1972)9]:

  Dij.= (Fl,-Fl,)2+(M,-Mj)2 (1)

where  D.. is a distance between "  and  V.. We  calculated
       U JJ

the whole  distance matrix  for the five vowels  in
Japanese, which  is presented in 1lable 6. We  funher

-  1(M -
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Tlable 4 The  feAture specifications  ofthe  five vowels.

a e i o u

highlowbackrounded

++

+ +

Table 6 The  distance matrix  between the five voweLs.The
       distances were  calculated  as  Euclidean distances

       using  Fl  afid  F2  vataes  (in bark)  reported  in
       Hirahara  and  Kato.

a e o i u

++ ++ aeoi o

Table  5 F2  and  Fl ofla,e,el  in Japanese.F2

 (Bark)
in H&K

u

3.89o 3.516.13

 o

  F2 (Hz)
in Nishi et al.F2(Hz)inK&H

5.612.el7.e8

 o

3.643.473.413.81

 o

aoe l182

 8051785

138311361720 9.80

 6.9713.10

la-olla-ei377603 247337 2,833,30

  Fl (Hz)
in Nishi et  al.Fl(Hz)in  K&H

Fl (Bark>
inH&K

aoe 615430437 6314gl475 6.754.684.69

la-olla-el185178 150156･ 2.072.06

provide its two-dimensienal  representation  in Fig. 2 to

compare  it with  Fig. 1.

  The  analysis  in Ilable6 shows  that [a] is indeed pho-
netically  closer  to [o] than to [e] ([a]-[o]: 3,51 vs,

[a]-[e]: 3.89). Moreover,  in Hirahara  and  Kato's per-
ception  experiment,  where  they  tested the infiuence of

FO on  vovvel  perception, they found that artificially

raising  the FO oforiginal  [a] can  result in the percept of

[o], but not  that ef  [e],
  To summarirc,  the proximity offal  to fol in pun  pair-

ing has a  stTaightforward  explanation  from a  perceptual

point ofview,  On  the other  hand, the featural similarity

view  cannot  explain  the fact that !al is closer  te lof than

it is to fel, because 1al differs from both fo! and  le/ in

terms  of  two  distinctive features (the fal-fo/ pair dis-

agrees  in [low] and  [round]; the fal-!e! pair disagrees in

Clow] and  [back]).
  The  second  piece of  eyidence  for the rele  of  percep-
tual similarity  comes  from the behavior ef  the lil-!u/

pair. In our  pun data, lil and  IUI are  closer  to each  other

than  /ef and  fof are (the distances in Table 3; fY-/ul: O.49

vs,  /ef-/ol: 1.35). This pattern has a straightfbrward

perceptual explanation  because in Japanese, /u! is pho-

netically  realized  with  less rounding  and  backing than
/ol is (Kubozono 1999, Vance 1987, and  references

cited  therein), and  hence has higher F2, making  it closer

to front vowels.  Table 7 compares  F2 and  F1 values  of

/il-/ul and  lel-lof pairs in the  aforementioned  three

studies,

  We  observe  that lif and  ful are  realized  with  closer  F2

than  lef and  lol, although  fef and  !ef are realized  with

slightly  closer  FI to each  other  than !il and  fuf. Calcu-
tating Euclidean  distances based on  Fl and  F2 from

Hirahara and  Kato's data reveals  that [el and  [o] are
farther apart  from each  otherthan  [il and  [u] are  ([e]-[o]:
6.13 vs, [i]-[u]: 3,81 in Table 6), Moreover,  in Hirahara

and  Kato's perception experiment,  artificially  raising

FO  in the original  [i] could  result  in the percept of  [u],
whereas  applying  the same  operation  to [e] did not
result  in the percept of  [o]. Thus, the [i]-[u] pair is per-
ceptually  closer  than the [e]-[o] pair. Hence, perceptual
similarity  effectively  captures  the high cornbinability

oflif  and  !ul in puns,
  On  the other  hand, the featural sim"arity  view  fails

to explain  why  li/-ful are closer  to each  other  than lel-lof
are  in puns, because these pairs both differ in [back]
and  [round]. One  could  argue  that Japanese !ul is

phonologically [-round]. However, Japanese lul is

arguably  [+round] phonologically for the fo11owing
reason:  when  two  vowels  fuse into one  long vowel,  the

resulting  vowel  takes the reunding  value  from  the

secend  vowel  (e.g. !of ([+round])+li/ ([-round]) -  [e]
([-round]) (Kubozono 1999); when  1al ([-roundl) and

ful fuse, the resulting  vowel  is [+round] [o]. One  could

also  argue  that Japanese lul is not  [+back], but this

amendment  misses  several  phonological generaliza-
tions  in Japanese: (i) again,  when  two  voweLs  fuse into
one  long vowel,  the  resulting  vowel  inherits the back-
ness  value  from the  second  vowel  (e.g, fal C[+back])+fil
([-back]) -[e]  ([-back])) (Kubozono 1999), and  when

!al and  fu! fuse, the resulting  vowel  is [+back] [o] (ii)
Japanese verbal  stems  cannot  end  with  !4o,ul, a  class  of
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fable 7 F2 alld  Fl ofti,u,e,ol  in Japanese.

  F2 (Hz)
in Nishi et  al.F2

 (Hz)in
 K&H

F2 (Bark)
in H&K

iu 2077t171 19541419 13.80IO.OO

li-ul 906 535 3.80

  F2 (Hz)
in Nishi et  al.F2

 (Hz)in
 K&H

F2 (Bark)
in H&K

eo 1785805 17201136 13.10

 6.97

le-ol 980 584 6,13

-2 -1 O A

  F[rstptincipteconpnmnt

2   Fl (Hz)
in Nishi et  al.Fl

 (Hz)in
 K&H

Fl (Bark)in
 H&K

Fig. 2 A  principte component  analysis  of  the yowel  dis-
      tance matrix  in Tlable 6.

iu 317349 359405 2.813.12

li-ul 32 46 O.31

[+back] vowels,  and  lu! behaves as [+back]; (iii) only

fa, o, ul can  license a pa]ata]ization contrast  in the pre-
ceding  (non-coronal) consonants  (e.g., fldal-lkal, 1klul-
fkul vs. 

*Xklel-fkef).
 Overall, phenologically  speaking,

fuf is no  tess rounded  or  back than  fol in Japanese, and
therefore featural similarity  does not  explain  why  the
IV-1ul pair is more  combinable  in puns than the lel-lol

pair.

  The final piece of  evidence  for the  perceptual simi-
rarity hypothesis comes  from the comparison  between
the lef-lif pair and  the fof-/ul pair. Japanese speakers
treat /e/-fil as  closer  than Xof-!u! in puns (the distances in
[lable 3; lel-lif: O.53 vs.  /ol-ful: O.65). As  predicted by
the perceptual similarity  hypothesis, the lel-/il pair has
closer  phonetic realizations  than  the lo-uf pair in Japa-
nese  (the Euclidean distances in Table 6; [e]-[i]: 2.01
vs.  [o]-[u]: 3.41). This phonetic difference in distance
between two pairs, Xef-fif and  fef-lul, arises  beeause the
latter pair involves a Iarger F2 difference than the for-
mer  pair (although the differences in Fl points to the
oppesite  direction), as surnmarized  in Table 8.

  0n  the other  hand, the featural similarity  model

offers  no  explanation  for the closer  proximity  of  the

le!-!if pair compared  to the /o/-ful pair, because both of
the pairs are distinguished by the same  [high] feature.

  In summaryl  the perceptual similarity  model  accounts

forthe measure  ofsimilarity  that Japanese  speakers  use

when  composing  puns. A  phonological similarity

model,  which  relies on  the number  of  shared  feature
specifications,  fails to capture  three observations:  (i)
japanese speakers  treat 1al as  more  similar  to fel than te

  Fl (Hz)
in Nishi er al.Fl

 CHz)in
 K&H

Fl (Bark)
in H&K

eo 437430 475481 4.694.68

[e-o[ 7 6 o.el

le4 (ii) Japanese speakers  treat Al and  ful as  closer  to
each  other  than fe/ and  fol are, and  (iii) Japanese speakers
treat /el and  IV as  closer  to each  other  than lof and  /ul.

5. Conclusion

  Japanese speakers  use  knowledge ofperceptua]  simi-

1arity in composing  puns. On  the other  hand, there is no
clear  featural basis fbr the similarity  patterns found  in a

corpus  of  Japanese puns. Our result  supports  a body of
recent  cla{ms  that speakers  pay attention  to perceptual
similarity  and  deploy that knowledge in creating  puns
andrhymepatterns(Fleischhacker2000,2005,Kawahara

2007, 2009b, Kawahara and  Shinohara 2009, Minkoya
2003, Steriade and  Zhang 2001, Steriade 2003),

  Befbre elosing  the paper we  would  like to discuss
some  remaining  issues. First, we  obtained  our  corpus

data largely based on  written  materials,  Our  use  of

orthography  was  not  without  reason:  we  followed pre-
vious  studies  that used  this approach  so as  to obtain  a

large sample  of  data (Fleischhacker 2005,  Kawahara

2007, Kawahara  and  Shinohara 2009, Steriade 2003,
Zwicky  1976, Zwicky and  Zwicky 1986). Nevertheless,
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[lable 8 F2 and  Fl oflej,o,ui  in Japanese(rearranged from

      Tltble 7)

  F2 (Hz)
in Nishi et  al.F2

 (Hz)in
 K&H

F2 {Bark)
in H&K

ei 17852077 17201954 13.1013.80

le-il 292 234 o.7e

  F2 (Hz)
in Nishi et  al,F2

 (Hz)in
 K&H

F2 (Bark)in
 H&K

interplay between the actual  pronunciations of  puns
and  the form ation  of  puns  provides a promising 1ine fbr

future experimentation.

  Finally, another  task  that is left for future research  is

to support  the perceptual grounding ofverbal  art  pat-

terns with  perception experiments,  The  hypothesis that

it is perceptual properties ofsounds  that are  crucial  in
fbrrnation of  puns can  and  should  be tested in percep-
tlon experlments.

ou 8051171 11361419 6,9710.00
6. Appendix

lo-ul 366 283 3,03

  Fl(Hz)
in Nishi et  al.Fl

 (Hz)in
 K&H

Fl (Bark)in
 H&K

ei 437317 475359 4,692.81

le-il 120 116 1,88

  Fl (Hz)
in Nishi et  al.Fl

 (Hz)in
 K&H

Fl (Bark)
in H&K

ou 430349 4gl405 4.683.12

po-u) 81 76 1,S6

orthography  involves abstraction  in the sense  that  it

abstracts  away  from phonetic details such  as coarticula-

tion  with  surrounding  segments  and  variations  due to

speech  style. To the extent  that  our  claim-that  pun for-

mation  is based on  phDnetic details-is on  the right

track, a future study  with  speech-based  data is war-

ranted  to investigate how  much  phonetic  details matter

fbr the  fbrmation ofpuns,

  Conversely, we  can  ask  whether  standing  in corre-

spondence  in puns affects  phonetic  implementation of

sounds  in puns. An  anonymous  reviewer  pointed eut

that, for example,  when  fal and  lof correspond  in puns,
the [a] can  be pronounced as more  similar  te [o] than
otherwise,  This  pun-specific pronunciation may  be an

instance of  phonetic analogy  in which  corresponding

segments  (e.g. morphologically  related  words,  or  words

that  rhyme  or are paired in puns) are  pronounced as

phonetically more  similar  to each  other  than otherwise

(Steriade 2000, YU  2007). 1festing out  ifphonetic  anal-

ogy  holds in general in the pronunciations ofpuns  is a
topic worthy  offuture  investigations. In summary,  since

we  primarily used  written  sources  to obtain  a  large

number  ef  data, we  could  not  analyze  the acoustic  prop-

erties of  the vowels  as  prenounced in puns, but the

  We  provide the list ofthe  websites  consulted  for data

collection  (the final time  for data collection  is Sept,

2007):http:1!www.dajarenavi.neti

http:fldajarejpf

http:lfwwwl.tcn-catv.nejp/h.fUkudal
http:!!dajare.neyokan,comlmuseum!coin.html
http:11dajare.noyokan.com!music/index.html
http:11www.ipc-tokai.or.jpl-y-kamiya!Dajarel
http:flwww.geocities.co.jpfMilkyway-Vegaf83611

umamoji3.html.

http:11www.webkadoya.comfnoumisefaholdajarel.htm
http:f/www.bekkoame.ne.jpf"'novhikoijoke,htm#1
http:llplanetransfetcom!natstllnVoyajigag!

http:l/planetransfer.comfnatsumilkeijibanl
http:!/planetransfer.comlnatsumiftoukol

http:ffkarufu.net(iokeijoke.html
http:11www.koyasu.orglroyal!neta81.html
http:!fhome.att,nejpfzetalsanoldajyareld-hist,htm
http:f/www5e.biglobe.ne.jpfNkajilinftencho-100man-
en-hairimasu.html

http:!fwww5d.biglobe.nejprUkatumilnewpage19,htm
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